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Abstract 
Problems of labor protection can be effectively addressed only in those spheres 
of industrial and non-productive activities, where technological processes and 
technical facilities, design and construction of enterprises are scientifically sound 
and well-grounded in accordance with the requirements of the legislative and 
















and industrial sanitation can be to achieve by means of a thorough study of legal 
issues and legislative and normative settlement of labor relations in the process of 
substantive activity. 
Teaching the discipline «Labor protection in the branch» will provide the 
following learning outcomes: 
- knowledge and understanding: functions of the state, forms of implementation 
of these functions; the legal basis of labor protection, civil protection; the basic 
principles of the implementation of civil security; 
- on the basis of legislative and regulatory documents, to objectively evaluate 
and positively solve the issues of labor protection. 
Key words: legislative acts, labor protection, labor law, labor relations, 
responsibility, civil security. 
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